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textures we are scarcely ,orprised that
vve can tell then) apart. 'There arc SO

Many visual clues to the rlistilntivcnc"s's
of objects that we hardly ever make the
nli.elake of 1)elieviug that two different
objects are retie object 1u11ess we have
been deliher;ttely tricked .

Four years ago I became interested
ill %Ndying the extent to mlliell one can
perceive differences ill visnal patterns
when all familiar cues are removed. In
this w;tv I hoped to dissociate tile priuli-
tive Ineclnanisnis of pereehtlml from the
more complex ones that depend ou life-
long learned habits of recognition . " 1-o
obtain suitable patterns for this investi-
gation a coniputer was used to generate
tlisphlys that lead subtly controlled
statistical, topological or other proper-
ties bill: entirely lacked familiar icature,

Thus nlethlxl is basically different
from those employed earlier by workers
interested in vis11al Perception . floc
method that has been widely used is to
impoverish or degnide the images Pre_
selltell to the snlljecl . This eau lie dtnle
by adding visual "noise," by pICSCoting
the stimuli for ;a limited . tittle or by
otlw.rwise impairing the normal condi-
tions of viewing. An(dhvr approach is to
studs lulin;lil subjects aiiose 1)ereel3tu:il

mechanisms are knovvil to be [b"fieient
(for example people will) are color-
blilidl or animals vdiose perceptual
ntechallisnls have been altered by sur-
gie;d opcratiolls . 1 hoped that lily
appro;lcl) of "falniliaritq dehrivatiolI .
might be a useful addition to tlnrse olllrr
methods.

ill a broad sense I Was iotcrcsted ill
the sane kind of problem that has long
COUCCrnicd psychologists of Ille Crgatl
sehool . One such proldcul llas lx " erl to
exphliu vvliy it is that 1uitlcr curtain con-
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by 111 . 1a ,fulc~r,

clilions ;Ill outlille drawvity is seen its a
unified whale-as a G[slalf-and under
other conditions is seen as havhig twol
ar more darts. I undertook to reduce
this prohlein to ]low one discriminated
bet54eeo [lie harts (or did not discrimi-
nate between them) . In my invCStiga-
tions, lchicll have heel) Conducted ;tt
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, I have
been concerned with two specific ques-
tions. First, call two unfainihar objects
connected in space he discriminated
solely liv dillCrences fl] their surface tex-
ture? Second . call two unfamiliar objects
with identical surface texture be dis-
criinirnite[l solely on the basis of their
separation in space?

To make these rloestions less abstract
let nit give examples that could arise in
real life . The first question would be
involved if you lvanted to replace a see-
tian of wallp;Iper amt discovered that
tile original lrlttertl Was uo loll leer
available. If the pattern happened to be
nolir'eprewl1tLIt1011al XId 11- r1'211]ill', V'1)11

alight be able to find a ueu' pattern that
could not easily be diseriuiiuatcd front
the old one when the two were placed
side by side. 1 - et if you studied tile N,.o

patterns Closely, you might filed that

they differed substal ;lially ill detail, hou
would conclude that the "inalchlng must
1W atlrilellahle to tile similarity of (:Cr-
lain critical features in tile two patterns .
The seColul question has its cnuliter-

part ill aerial reconimissance to detect
objects th ;d have been camoollaged .
hlyiug at a height of several thousand
feet, an observer can easily lie deceived
by tile camouflage because ncrnlalhill-

depth perception is inoperative
beyond 1f}f1 feet or so . But if lie photo-
graphs the ground front two points
several hundred feet apart and views
tile resulting pictures stereoscopically,
lie will usn;dly discover that even a
caluoullaged oltject will stand out vivid-
ly it three dilriensions .

Of Course )wither of these examples
provides an ;ulc"Illlate test of the dis-
crimination problems l hoped to ex-
;uuine with artificial dislylays. The ,weak-
ness it) the ,v ;d1papcr aietlogy is that
most ,vallpaper patterns, illeltuliilg it'_
regillar olles, have repetitive features
and even foruls th ;tt suggest familiar
objects . 'file aerial reconnaissance ex-
ample lids tile ilnpnrtailt defect that
most camouflaged objects have ctnltoilrs
that call be recognized lnonocularly as

Tf:\T1 RF DISCRIMINATION in random fields of colored 11ot " i-higllk deliradenl on tile
was the rontpunrlt rol41rs are paired . The rno ttatlrrits at the. tote of the oppoxile page me
hasivally the same a, )how 4wuri one al)ru'r the outer on the coyer of thk Neither
ver"iou a4te4joalely rellrodure" the- author', laboratory demnnar;uiun. iu+%hirh 11te pattern,
are. created by rulorcil light " of er]ual ubjertiyc hrightne- To "iinulale Ihi, rondilion tlu-
yellow picture elements ou [lie rover )arse been reduced ill hrigluurss In' a fine-tnv,h orrr .
Ire of Nark dot> . They last- Iliv drauhaek, hoarser, of Iuaking the y'rll+m area, look grrcu
i,h . ]u 1141r +rr,ion 4171 tam ull]nl .ite page )fir black-dul overlay Ic;, hreo an1iue4l, vilh Jill!
r-alt that [lie sell .+, elenieul, :ere much too bright, (Pit tile whole- Ehr rover rnrtlr, vlo,er to
arhie%ior the dr .ired effrrl " %,hirh G to o-lum that a ii-Noire vontam "ed chiefly of red ;aid
velfnw' [141E . i, rrndils disrri11iiuainrl front ;t l4 "shu,- ronglu.ed rllieflp of hh1c and grrrn 41411 "
.+ tap Iced( n/ calm), whr're,s n texlurv roln]u)>r(l rliielly of red and rrrrri dot " it wit so
rra11iIV diWriluiltntrlI front 0111- r01tl])UH91 I hb'lly of blue ;old yrllua dot, Ilrrtlrunr 1141 4
rozrri .'I" IIi" sr paired _,tun-, imr ra .ils di,rrimirnlLlr, Ilo " nlln r le .. s41 arc rcyn'rtiscly
r["pratrl1 ;it top left and right cm the oppn " ik jK1Rr . Tlu! nlakeilli of r;oAj top panel i" Aioun
in Ilo four [node Ill-boa it . ']'111' 01111 llifferruri, i " io the Iran.poAliou of NAIem and grrrlt .
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EASE OF DISCRIMINATION in random patterns of various
brightness levels seems to depend on whether or not adjacent dots
of different values form clusters . The pattern at top left forms two
easily discriminated areas because the half field on the left contains
mostly black and dark gray dots, which form dark clusters, whereas

SPONTANEOUS DISCRIMINATION occurs even though the
smaller field has the same average tonal quality as the larger field
because the granularity of the two fields is different. At a distance
the granularity is less noticeable and discrimination more difficult.

the half field on the right contains mostly light gray and white dots,
which form light clusters. When the dark gray and light gray com-
ponents are reversed (top right), the clustering does not take
place and the half fields are not so readily discriminated. The com-
position of each top pattern is shown in the three panels below it.

SCIENCE SPECIFY PRECISE SUBJECT MERCURY GOVERNS ECNEICS YPIDEPS ESIC.RP TCEJWS YRUCREM SKREV00

METHODS RECORDS OXIDIZE COLVMS CERTAIN QUICKLY SDOHTER SDROCER EZIDIXO SNMVLOC NIATREC YLICWQ

DEPICTS ENGLISH CERTAIN RECORDS EXAMPLE SCIENCE STCIPED NSILCNE NIA7REC SDROCER ELPMAn ECMEICS

SUWEC PUNCH® COWRNS MERCURY SPECIFY PRECISE TCEJHIS DEHCNOP SNREVW YRUCREM WICEPS ESICERP

EXAMPLE QUICKLY SPECIFY METHODS COLUMNS MERCURY ELPM11%8 =CIUQ WICEPS SDOMTEM SNMRLOC YRUCREM

SCIENCE PRECISE EXAMPLE CERTAIN DEPICTS ENGLISH ECNEICS ESICERP ELPMAYP NIATREC STCIPED HSILGNE

SPECIFY MERCURY PUNCHED QUICKLY METHODS EXAMPLE YPICEPS YRUCREM DEHCMUP YLKCDCQ SDOETEN ELPMAXE

EXAMPLE GOVERNS OXIDIZE ENGLISH SUBJECT RECORDS ELPM~ SNREVOG EZIDIXO HSILJNE TCEJ9US SDROCER

COLUMNS SM&fELT PRECISE MERCURY PUNCHED CERTAIN SNEULOC TCEJBUS ESICERP YRUCRE7 DENCNUP NIATREC

ENGLISH RECORDS Rumpf9 SU9YECT anDIu Domois HSILGNE SDROCER ELPMAEE TCEYBUS EZIDIXO SNREVOG

CERTAIN PRECISE PUNCHED METHODS ENGLISH COLUMNS NIATREC ESICERP DEHCNUP SDORPSM HSIIGNE SNMVLOC

OXIDIZE QUICKLY SCIENCE DEPICTS SPECIFY PRECISE EZIDIXO YLICIUQ RCNRICS STCIPED YPICEPS ESICERP

DEPICTS EXAMPLE ENGLISH CERTAIN RECORDS SCIENCE SWIPED ELPMIIK HSILGNE NIATREC SDROC91 RCMICS

SPECIFY MERCURY GOVERNS PRECISE WICKLY METHODS YPICEPS YRVCRRM BMRSV00 ESICRIP MKCIUQ SKORTEA

NONSPONTANEOUS DISCRIMINATION is represented by two
half fields that have the same apparent texture and granularity . The
left half field, however, contains familiar English words, whereas
the right half field contains only random sequences of seven letters.

shapes of some sort ; they are not, in
other words, random patterns .

These and other difficulties are quite
easily circumvented by using a com-
puter to generate random-dot patterns
in which all familiar cues and other un-
wanted factors are eliminated . For the
purpose of studying the first problem-
the role of texture in discrimination
-random-dot patterns with different
properties were generated side by side .
The objective was to determine those
pattern properties that make it possible
to discriminate between the adjacent
visual displays . I was concerned pri-
marily with the discrimination that can
be achieved immediately . Such discrim-
ination can be regarded as a spontane-
ous process and thus can be ascribed to
a primitive perceptual mechanism.
An example of spontaneous discrimi-

nation is given by the illustration at
bottom left on the opposite page . Both
fields of the pattern contain black, gray
and white dots with equal first-order, or
overall, probability; therefore if the pat-
tern is viewed from a distance, both
fields appear uniformly gray . When the
two fields are viewed at close range,
however, they exhibit a different second-
order, or detailed, probability. This
shows up immediately as a difference in
granularity .

The illustration at bottom right on
the opposite page represents a case in
which there can be no spontaneous dis-
crindnation between two fields. In this
case discrimination can be achieved
only by someone who knows the dif-
ference between English words and
random sequences of letters . Here dis-
crimination requires a sophisticated kind
of pattern recognition . This article is
concerned only with discrimination of
the spontaneous type .

In the case of random-dot patterns
one might expect that discrimination of
visual texture is fundamentally governed
by variations in the statistical properties
of the patterns . That is true in the most
general sense, because any two different
patterns must differ in some such prop-
erty . It turns out, however, that simple
statistical measurements of brightness
distribution are not adequate to describe
perceptual performance.

This is demonstrated in the illustra-
tion at upper left on this page, which
consists of two patterns made up of
black, gray and white dots . In one quad-
rant the dots are distributed with equal
probability and completely at random .
The surrounding area matches the
quadrant in overall brightness, but it
also contains small triangular units com-
posed of black, white and gray dots in

CLUSTER IDENTIFICATION in the pattern at left extends only to triangular shapes
made up entirely of black dots . Other equally probable triangles containing dots of
mixed brightness do not form clusters. These are marked in the enlargement at right.
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EFFECT OF "NOISE" is demonstrated in these two patterns. In the pattern at left the
two subpatterns containing either black or white "S" shapes are easily discriminated . More-
over, every fifth horizontal and vertical row is gray . The pattern at right is identical except
that the dots in the gray rows have been made black or white at random. By breaking
up the connectivity of the pattern in this way the subpatterns are almost obliterated .

various arrangements. Although these
triangular units occur with equal proba-
bility, the only ones observed are those
made up entirely of black dots ; the
others pass unnoticed.

This indicates that discrimination of
visual texture is not based on complex
statistical analysis of brightness distri-
bution but involves a kind of preproc-
essing . Evidently the preprocessing
extracts neighboring points that have
similar brightness values, which are
perceived as forming clusters or lines.
This process, which should not be con-
fused with the actual spatial connection
of objects, might be called connectivity
detection. It is on the relatively simple
statistics of these clusters and some
simple description of them, such as
spatial extent, that texture discrimina-
tion is really based.
The lower pair of illustrations above

shows this connectivity detection even
more clearly . In the left member of the

pair two textures are easily discrimi-
nated; in the right member discrimina-
tion is difficult, if not impossible. In the
pattern at the left every fifth horizontal
and vertical row is gray; in the pattern
at the right, which is otherwise identi-
cal, every fifth row is randomly pep-
pered black and white, The "noise"
added to the pattern at the right has
only a minor effect on the statistics of
the two subpatterns to be discriminated,
yet it breaks up the connectivity of the
subpatterns enough for them to merge
into one field . The black and white "S"
shapes that appear so clearly in the
pattern at the left are completely de-
stroyed in the pattern at the right. If
the disrupted pattern is viewed at a
sharp angle, however, the line clusters
reappear and discrimination is facili-
tated.
The importance of proximity and

similarity was emphasized early in the
work of the Gestalt psychologists, par-
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GELATIN PRISM provides a simple stereoscopic viewer. A clear plastic box for hold-
ing the gelatin can be obtained at a five-and-ten-cent store. Use five parts of very hot
water to one part of household gelatin and mix thoroughly . Tilt the box about 15 degrees
and pour in the gelatin solution. In about 30 minutes, when the solution has gelled,
dampen the surface and press a rectangular sheet of clear plastic (or glass) against
it . The prism will ordinarily work without this top sheet, but images may appear fuzzy .

GELATIN PRISM

RIGHT EYE

	

LEFT EYE

LEFT PATTERN

	

FUSED PATTERN

	

RIGHT PATTERN

TO USE PRISM hold it about six inches in front of the right eye, thin edge toward the
nose. Adjust the prism so that both stereoscopic images can be seen through it . Both
images should also he visible to the left eye, as shown in the upper two diagrams . With
little difficulty the images should rearrange themselves so that there appear to be only
three images, of which the center one is the fused stereoscopic image. Once binocular fusion
has occurred the image can be made sharper by moving the prism closer to the right eye.

6

ticularly that of Kurt Koffka and Max
Wertheimer . Now, with the help of the
random-dot-pattern technique one can
give a more precise meaning to these
notions. For example, the last experi-
ment, in which the disrupted pattern is
viewed at an angle, shows that neigh-
boring points need not touch each other
to appear connected. This notion comes
as no surprise . On the other hand, when
one observes that neighboring points of
similar brightness are perceived as clus-
ters, the meaning of "similar brightness"
requires further clarification . How dis-
similar in brightness can adjacent points
be and still be perceived as clusters? In
order to examine this question two com-
puter patterns were generated.

In one pattern, shown at top left on
page 4 , the field at the left is composed
chiefly of black and dark gray random
dots ; the field at the right contains most-
ly white and light gray dots . As a result
the field at the left forms a large dark
cluster and the field at the right forms
a light cluster, with a fairly sharp
boundary between them. In the adja-
cent pattern the light gray and dark
gray dots are transposed so that the field
at the left contains chiefly black and
light gray dots and the field at the right
contains chiefly white and dark gray
dots . Here discrimination between the
two fields is more difficult . These and
similar results suggest that the visual
system incorporates a slicer mechanist'
that separates adjacent brightness levels
into two broad categories : dark and
light . The level of slicing can be ad-
justed up and down, but it is impossible
to form clusters by shifting our attention
to dots that are not adjacent in bright-
ness .
One might argue that the eye could

hardly respond otherwise when bright-
ness levels are involved . It can be
shown, however, that the same con-
nectivity rules hold for patterns com-
posed of dots of different colors adjusted
to have the same subjective brightness .
This is the demonstration shown on the
cover of this issue of Scientific American
and also on page 3 . Since these pat-
terns are made up of colored inks that
do not reflect light with equal intensity,
they do not fully simulate the labora-
tory demonstration, in which the dots
are projected on a screen in such a way
that their subjective brightness can be
carefully balanced . Nonetheless, the
printed demonstration, particularly the
one on the cover, is reasonably effective.
In the pattern on the cover what one
observes is that the top half of the pat-
tern is immediately discriminated into
a red-yellow field on the left and a blue-

green field on the right, whereas the
bottom half of the pattern seems more
or less uniform in texture across its en-
tire width. This uniformity in texture is
achieved simply by transposing the yel-
low and green random elements so that
the field at the left is composed mostly
of red and green dots and the field at
the right is composed mostly of blue

STEREOSCOPIC IMAGES investigated by the author consist of
random-dot patterns generated by a computer . When these two
images are viewed with a stereoscope or with a prism held in

STEREOSCOPIC PRINCIPLE is simply that identical areas
that appear in both fields must be shifted horizontally with
respect to each other . Because these areas are themselves random
dot patterns they cannot be seen monocularly against a random
dot surround. In these diagrams A identifies the area common

and yellow dots . The first demonstration
shows that red and yellow dots form
clusters that are easily discriminated
from the clusters formed by blue and
green dots . The second demonstration
shows that dots of nonadjacent hue,
such as red and green or blue and yel-
low, do not form clusters .

Evidently this clustering, whether it

is of adjacent brightness levels or of
adjacent hues, represents a preprocess-
ing mechanism of great importance in
the visual system . Instead of perform-
ing complex statistical analyses when
presented with complex patterns, the
visual system wherever possible detects
clusters and evaluates only a few of their
relatively simple properties . One now

front of one eye, a center panel should be seen floating above
the background, as- illustrated at the far right. The principle
employed in making such stereoscopic images is explained below.

S

S

to both fields. In the upper pair of fields A is shifted inward,
leaving two areas, X and Y, that are filled in with different
random-dot patterns. When viewed stereoscopically, A seems to
float above the surround . When A is shifted outward as shown
in the two lower fields, A seems to lie behind the surround .

7



has a formula for matching wallpaper
patterns. As long as the brightness
value, the spatial extent, the orientation
and the density of clusters are kept
similar in two patterns, they will be
perceived as one. Even for familiar
patterns with recognizable and differ-

ent forms discrimination can be made
very difficult or impossible if the simple
rules that govern clustering are ob-
served . Thus-a wallpaper pattern made
up of seven-letter English words ar-
ranged in columns, as in the illustra-
tion at bottom right on page 4, would

BLURRED IMAGE was produced by defocusing the field at left in the random-dot stereo-
scopic patterns on the preceding page. The field at right is unchanged. In spite of the blur-
ring the two fields will fuse into a stereoscopic image ; moreover, the image looks sharp.

REDUCED IMAGE also does not interfere seriously with the ability to obtain a good
stereoscopic image. The two random-dot patterns are again those shown on the preceding
page . The stereoscopic field at left, however, has been reduced about 10 percent in size .

NOISY IMAGE (left) is produced by breaking up triplets of black dots along
diagonal and white triplets along the other diagonal wherever they occur in the left
field on the preceding page. Nevertheless, the two fields will still fuse stereoscopically.

8

one

appear to be matched by a similar
pattern containing nonsense sequences.
The seven-letter nonwords would form
clusters that could not be discriminated
spontaneously from English words.
These findings answer in the affirma-

tive the first question raised at the be-
ginning. Objects can indeed be discrimi-
nated by differences in their surface
texture alone even if they are spatially
connected and cannot be recognized.
The basis of this texture discrimination
depends on simple properties of clus-
ters, which are detected according to
simple rules . Cluster detection seems to
be a quite primitive and general proc-
ess. Recent neurophysiological studies
of frogs and cats have disclosed that
their visual systems extract certain basic
features of a scene prior to more com-
plex processing [see "Vision in Frogs,"
by W. R. A. Muntz, SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN, March, 1964, and "The Visual
Cortex of the Brain," by David H.
Hubel, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, Novem-
ber, 1963] . The "bug" detector in the
frog's visual system and the slit detec-
tor in the cat's visual system are special
cases of connectivity detection . It will
be interesting to see if neurophysiolo-
gists can find evidence for cluster de-
tectors of the type suggested by these
perception experiments .

e are now ready to consider the
second question : Can two unfamil-

iar objects of identical texture be dis-
criminated solely on the basis of their
spatial separation? To study this ques-
tion it was necessary to create patterns
that were unfamiliar, that had the same
surface texture and that could be per-
ceived in depth. Again the problem was
solved with the help of random-dot
patterns generated by a computer. This
time the computer was used to generate
pairs of patterns that were identical ex-
cept for a central area that was dis-
placed in various ways . I had hoped
that one would obtain a sensation of
depth when the two patterns were
viewed stereoscopically, and I was de-
lighted when that turned out to be the
case . This proved that one can perceive
a camouflaged object -in depth even
when the camouflage is perfect and the
hidden object cannot be discerned mo-
nocularly. In short, the answer to the
second question is also yes.
A pair of these random-dot stereo-

scopic patterns is shown in the upper
illustration on the preceding page . The
two patterns are identical except for a
center square that is shifted horizontally
to the left by six dots in the pattern at
the right . By virtue of this shift the

square seems to float above the back-
ground when it is viewed stereoscopi-
cally. If the reader does not have
an old-fashioned stereoscopic viewer at
hand, by following the instructions on
page 6 he can easily make a prism of
gelatin that will serve the same purpose.
The phenomenon demonstrated by

the binocular fusion of such random-dot
patterns has a number of surprising im-
plications. First of all, as the original
statement of the problem requires, the
stereoscopic picture is completely de-
void of all familiarity and depth cues .
Although the area selected for stereo-
scopic displacement in the first example
is a simple square, it could be of any
shape and it could also give the illu-
sion of having more than one level
[see illustration above] . The fact that
the center square and its surround
are horizontally shifted by different
amounts in the fields at left and right
corresponds to the different depth levels
that are perceived. Thus spatial dis-
connectivity alone is enough for the
center square and its surround to be
perceived as two distinct objects.
The demonstration also demolishes a

long-standing hypothesis of stereopsis,
or binocular depth perception, in which
it is assumed that the slightly different
images that are simultaneously project-
ed on the retinas of the two eyes are
first monocularly recognized and then
matched. The process was thought to
be somewhat analogous to the operation
of an optical range finder, in which the
corresponding separate images are first
recognized and then brought into align-
ment . This last step corresponds to
measuring the amount of displacement
between patterns and determining the
amount of depth by simple trigonome-
try (which the range finder performs
automatically) .

Research in stereopsis has traditional-

SADDLE-SHAPED FIGURE (far right) was transformed into left
and right stereoscopic fields by a computer program devised by

ly been devoted to the problem of re-
lating the displacement, of disparity, of
images and the perception of depth. It
has become increasingly apparent that
depth perception involves many cues
and cannot be described by trigonome-
try alone. Little or no attention was paid
to the more fundamental problem of
how the visual system is able to identify
the same object in the separate two-
dimensional images formed on each
retina . The studies with random-dot pat-
terns have now shown that monocular
recognition of shapes is unnecessary for
depth perception .
The method of producing random-dot

stereoscopic images is shown in the
lower illustration on page 7 . The sur-
round (S) is composed of randomly
selected but identical dot patterns in the
fields at left and right. The center panel
(A) is also identical in the two fields but
is shifted in one field with respect to
the other as if it were a solid sheet. If
the shift is inward (toward the nose of
the observer), the center panel seems to
float in front of the surround. If the
shift is in the opposite direction, the
panel seems to lie behind the surround .
The greater the parallax shift, the great-
er the perceived depth.

If one simply cut a panel out of a
random-dot pattern and shifted it, say,
to the left, an empty space would be
exposed along the right edge of the
panel. The empty region (labeled Y in
the middle diagram on page 7) is
simply filled in with more random dots .
A similar region (labeled X) must be
filled when the panel is shifted to the
right. Each region is projected onto only
one retina (X onto the left retina and
Y onto the right) and therefore exhibits
no displacement . It is curious that these
regions are always perceived as being
the continuation of the adjacent area
that seems to be farthest away .

the author . The picture elements consist of 64 standard char
acters randomly selected but paired in the left and right fields .

By further manipulation of the ran-
dom-dot patterns, it is possible to pro-
duce panels whose apparent location in
space is ambiguous. If the X and Y.
regions described above are filled in
with the same random-dot pattern,
which we will label B, then when the
two fields are viewed stereoscopically
the center panel A may seem to be
raised above the surround or area B
may seem to lie below the surround .
The diagram on page 10 illustrates the
reason for this ambiguity. If the center
panel is to be wider than the parallax
shift (that is, wider than B), it must
contain repeating vertical stripes of
ABAB and so on in one field and stripes
of BABA and so on in the other. An
ambiguous panel created in this way is
shown in the lower pair of stereoscopic
images on page 11,

All these depth phenomena can be
perceived in a very short interval, pro-
vided that the two fields are presented
to the observer in reasonable alignment.
The presentation time is so short (a few
milliseconds) that there is no time for
the eye to move and thus no time for a
range-finder mechanism to operate. One
must therefore conclude that depth per-
ception occurs at some point in the
central nervous system after the images
projected onto the left and right retinas
have been fed into a common neural
pathway. This was actually demon-
strated as long ago as 1841 by Heinrich
Wilhelm Dove of Germany, who used
brief electric sparks to illuminate stereo-
scopic images only three years after
Charles Wheatstone of England had first
shown how the young art of photog-
raphy could be used to produce them .
Evidently the convergence movements
of the eye serve mainly to bring the
images on the left and right retinas into
approximate register . This does not
mean, however, that convergence mo-

9



tions do not influence the perception of
depth when the presentation time is of
long duration .

The processing in the nervous system
that gives rise to depth perception

is now more of a mystery than ever.
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The German physiologist Ewald Hering
believed that this processing involves
the crossing or uncrossing of images
that are initially perceived as double
because they lie either in front of or be-
hind the eyes' point of convergence .
The extent to which this cue is utilized
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AMBIGUOUS DEPTH EFFECT can be obtained by transposing the A and B fields in
the random-dot patterns . When viewed stereoscopically (top diagram), area A may
seem to be raised above the surround or area B may seem to lie below it. In either
case the nonfused area seems to be a continuation of the field that looks farthest away .

could not previously be determined be-
cause double images were inherent in
stereoscopic presentation . The random-
dot stereoscopic images, on the other
hand, do not contain recognizable
images prior to their actual perception
in depth; thus it is impossible to per-
ceive double images either before or
after fusion .

It could still be argued that although
random-dot stereoscopic pairs do not
contain recognizable shapes, some simi-
lar patterns can be perceived in the
two fields and these might serve as the
basis for fusion . This possibility can be
tested in several ways . In the top stereo-
scopic pair on page 8 the field at the
left has been blurred by being printed
out of focus. Even when the patterns
are almost obliterated in this way,
stereopsis is easily obtained . What is
more surprising is that the perceived
image resembles the sharp one. The
blurred image serves only to convey
the required disparity information and
is then suppressed .
The bottom stereoscopic pair on page

8 carries the disruption of patterns
still further. This is achieved by break-
ing the diagonal connectivity in the field
at the left . Along one diagonal when-
ever three adjacent dots were black, the
middle dot was changed to white, and
along the other diagonal whenever three
adjacent dots were white, the middle
one was changed to black . In the field
at the right diagonally adjacent groups
of three black or white dots were left
unchanged. This procedure changes 20
percent of the picture elements in the
field at the left and so removes them
from the fusion process. The fact that
the two fields look so different when
viewed monocularly and yet can be
perceived in depth when viewed stereo-
scopically provides additional evidence
that no monocular pattern recognition
is necessary and that the ultimate three-
dimensional pattern emerges only after
fusion has taken place.

Although the random-dot stereoscopic
images lack monocular depth cues,
which normally augment depth percep-
tion, they are actually easier to perceive
in depth than stereoscopic images of
real objects . The explanation is that
each black or white dot in a random
pattern contributes depth information,
whereas in actual objects there are large
homogeneous areas that carry no depth
information . Thus random-dot stereo-
scope fields that differ in size by 10
percent or more can easily be perceived
in depth [see middle illustration on page
81 .

It is probably obvious that these find-

ings have important implications for
Gestalt psychology, According to this
school stereoptic perception is not a
result of disparity in the images pro-
jected on the two retinas ; rather each
eye works up its complex of stimuli into
a Gestalt and it is the difference be-
tween the two Gestalten that gives rise
to the impression of depth. The fact
that stereopsis can be obtained in ran-
dom-dot images without any monocular
cues decisively settles this question,
since no Gestalten can be worked up .

It might still be argued that Gestalt
factors may operate after the binocular
fusion of the two fields . In this connec-
tion it is interesting to look closely at
the vertical boundaries of the raised
panel formed by the top stereoscopic
pair on page 7, The boundaries are
fuzzy. The reason is that the black-
and-white picture elements along the
boundary have an equal probability of
being perceived as belonging either to
the raised panel or to the surround . Be-
cause a square has a "good Gestalt" one
might expect to perceive these points
as forming a straight line . That they do
not suggests that perception is governed
by simple considerations of probability.

In presenting random-dot stereoscopic
pairs for very brief intervals I have

found evidence for a restricted but un-
mistakable kind of subliminal percep-
tion. This term refers, of course, to the
idea that an individual can be in-
fluenced by a stimulus he does not con-
sciously perceive . Efforts to demonstrate
this phenomenon by other techniques
have been inconclusive and controver-
sial .

The finding was made while I was
trying to measure the minimum time
needed to perceive stereopsis in ran-
dom-dot images . The time cannot be
measured simply by presenting the
images for briefer and briefer periods,
for the reason that an afterimage re-
mains on the retina for an indeterminate
time. I found that it was possible to
"erase' these afterimages by a new
technique in which a second stereoscop-
ic pair of random-dot images is flashed
onto a screen almost immediately after
the first pair.

In these short-interval experiments
the first stereoscopic pair flashed onto a
screen has a panel that is unmistakably
either in front of the surround or behind
it . This pair is followed quickly by an-
other in which the location of the panel
is ambiguous; under more leisurely
viewing conditions it will seem to lie
either in front of or behind the sur-
round. Not only were the subjects un-

aware that the second pair was ambigu-
ous but if the interval between the two
presentations was made short enough
they were also unaware that they were
seeing anything but the second pair .
The second pair erased all conscious
knowledge of the first. The real pre-
sentation time of the first pair could
therefore be established because it was
governed by the time allowed to elapse
before presentation of the second pair .
The main result was that the first

stereoscopic pair, although not con-
sciously perceived, can influence the
way in which the second pair-the am-
biguous pair-is perceived. When the
presentation time of the first pair was
long enough, the ambiguous panel in
the second pair consistently seemed to
be at the same depth as the panel in
the first pair . A presentation time ade-
quate to produce this result was about
40 milliseconds ; it can be regarded as
the "minimum perception time" for
stereopsis . When the first pair is pre-
sented for a shorter time, or when the
second pair is delayed by more than a
certain interval, which I have called
the "attention time," the second pair is
removed from the subliminal influence
of the first and is perceived ambiguous-

AREA OF AMBIGUOUS DEPTH appears in the middle of this periodically striped stereo-
scopic pattern . Sometimes it will seem to be a continuation of an elevated panel (lower
left) ; at other times it will seem to be part of a depressed panel (lower right) .

ly . These experiments suggest that the
first pair serves as a "depth marker" and
determines which of the two possible
depth organizations in the second pair
should be favored. All this processing
must take place in the central nervous
system because the times are too short
for any eye motion to be initiated.
The various studies described in this

article indicate that visual texture
discrimination and binocular depth per-
ception operate under simpler condi-
tions than has been thought, since they
do not require the recognition of form .
This finding makes it attractive to try
to design a machine that will automati-
cally produce contour maps according
to information contained in aerial stereo-
scopic photographs . As long as it
seemed that such a task could only be
done by a machine that could recognize
complex and virtually unpredictable
shapes, the job seemed all but hopeless .
On the basis of the new findings I have
helped to devise a computer program
(called Automap-1) that can be used to
compile a three-dimensional contour
map from high-resolution stereoscopic
images [see illustration on page 121.
This computer program not only should
be useful for reducing the tedium of pro-
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AUTOMAP-1 is a computer program that compiles a three-
dimensional contour map from two-dimensional stereoscopic
images. The program compares left and right fields point by point
and subtracts the brightness of each point from its counterpart .
Where the two fields match, the difference is zero, shown above as
a white area . Thus the surround (Do ) is white except where there

ducing such maps but since it is based
on psychologically observed phenomena
it is also a crude model of part of the
visual system .

This article has described methods
for studying visual texture discrimina-

tion and depth perception in their pur-
est form . The methods have shown that
connectivity detection is basic to both
visual tasks and that it is a more primi-
tive process than form recognition . It
remains to be seen if on the psychologi-
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DEPTH FIELDS OF
BINOCULAR SPACE
WITH PARALLAX
SHIFT OF i

is a shifted center panel. The program repeats the point-by-point
comparison after shifting one field horizontally (both left and
right.) by one unit, two units and so on. This provides an ordered
set of depth planes (Dd . When a shift such as D2 or D_2 brings
a shifted panel into alignment, the points in the panel cancel
and show up as zero (white) . Form recognition is not needed .

cal level a simpler "explanation" can
be given. I hope that the next findings
in this area will come from neurophysi-
ologists .
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